They’re Never Out of Your League!
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EXECUTIVE

BY COACH ROBERT JOHNSON

Some may think that it’s shallow for men to focus on a woman’s
physical beauty alone, and not her whole being. Not me.
There are also those who would ask why would a man be
interested at all in a sector of women who by and large are
narcissistic, bitchy, self-absorbed, shallow, etc., etc.?
It’s true; beauty can be subjective and many women are
attractive in more ways than just classically pretty faces and
killer bodies. Some are delicious, amazing, complicated,
mysterious creatures in their own right that have the ability to
make men experience love in all of its grandeur. And if we dive
deep we can explore the metaphysical wonderments of how they
become our muses, girlfriends and wives.
But for the purposes of this little book I’m focusing on physical
beauty, because well let’s face it; it’s a woman’s physical beauty
that first attracts men as the visual hunters we are and it is the
driving force that ignites our lust. The rush men get from
gorgeous women has been described as a dopamine blast that shoots feel good
hormones coursing through our brains and balls.
Healthy men want to hook up. And most want the hottest, most beautiful girl
they can imagine with an ideal face, figure and sexual appeal. But it’s not always
easy.
In the hit ‘90’s TV series Seinfeld, a few choice episodes perfectly illustrated the
mesmerizing power of beautiful women and how they attract and easily have
their way with men.
In one notable show, character George Costanza, himself a widow at the time,
accidentally discovers that a simple photo of a beautiful woman he possessed
made him more attractive to the ilk and uses the ploy to enter the “secret” world
of supermodels.
In another, lead character Jerry’s blonde hottie girlfriend demonstrates her
“powers” throughout the episode by securing impossible to get movie tickets and
squashes Jerry’s potential speeding ticket with looks alone.
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Silly sitcom plots aside; there is real truth to how a gorgeous girl can get
whatever she wants despite social norms, circumstances or everyday roadblocks.
And nowhere was this more evident to me than my years as an Executive
Producer at Playboy Enterprises and years before that in the adult industry at
Vivid Entertainment, High Society magazine and more, where some of the most
beautiful women in the world passed through my doors every day!
Because of this magical power beautiful women are considered dangerous to
most men. They are scary man-eaters, seductive sirens with gorgeous faces and
killer bodies who can get any man they want. They have long legs and sway
their hips as they walk with an air of superiority that strikes fear in the hearts of
less-than women and most drooling men.
And let’s not forget, many of these smokeshows are from generations weaned
on radical feminism and “Grrrll” power that indoctrinated them into believing
that they are entitled and deserve anything or anyone they want. When it comes
to men, well, if we show a hint of “toxic masculinity” or try and “mansplain” our
ideas and positions, then we’re out!
So, of course, when we put this all together we assume and
rationalize that these delightful and often frightening creatures
are out of our league and completely unattainable to the regular
guy.
If that’s what you’re thinking — you’re wrong.
What follows is by no means the definitive book on
relationships,
masculinity
or
men’s
selfempowerment. There are scores of great books,
programs, coaches, teachers, sex experts, gurus, etc.
that are well worth your time and money.
This is the “elevator pitch” for figuring out what
beautiful women think and feel when it comes to men.
It’s the “New York minute” explanation of how to hook
up with a hottie that’s been requested by many of my clients.
I’ve made it my business to focus on how to date, seduce and have relationships
with physically beautiful women for the simple reason that whether they admit
it or not, most men would rather have a perfect 10 for a girlfriend or wife than
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settle for OK or mediocre looks and bodies. My mission is to impart to men that
these women are readily attainable despite what they might think. As the title of
this book says, they’re not out of your league.
My small book is based on decades of personal experience as well as working
professionally with, dating, and observing models, porn stars, strippers,
actresses, etc. (most of whom were far above average in the looks department)
throughout my career as a journalist, adult film producer, and Playboy Executive.
Consider the information here as “Hot Girl Mindreading 101.” The book won’t
change your bad habits or give you a miracle method of scoring hot babes but it
will give you real insight and practical advice that will allow you to at the very
least never fall under the spell of girls whom you normally think are unattainable.
So let’s be clear: when we speak of beauty we’re talking about natural physical
beauty, the kind that is still there in the morning after a hook-up — not just
“pretty hot” girls — because let’s face it, we want gorgeous girls to fuck and
hang off of our arms to make other guys envious.
For the sake of ease of language, I refer to beautiful women not only as beautiful,
but also hot, hotties, babes, smokeshows, 9s and 10s, head turners, gorgeous …
you get the picture. The common denominator is that these are the women who
stop us in our tracks with their looks alone.
At my Playboy office in Los Angeles I saw a constant parade of the most
gorgeous females imaginable strut their stuff in hopes of becoming Bunnies,
Playmates or more importantly … stars in their own right either through
modeling or acting. Their calling card and currency was drop-dead good looks
and near-perfect bodies. They were hot — not attractive hot — but smoking hot
and they knew it.
But believe it or not, gorgeous models, 10s on the scale of 1 to 10 and the scores
of hotties that inhabit our daydreams are just regular girls, many of whom are
way more insecure than we can even imagine and a number who are seeking
simply what we all want … real love.
So why do many of us become petrified at the very sight of such pulchritude?
Why do our knees shake, and our tongues get tied when the heady aroma of their
scent and flashing eyes stop us in our tracks?
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One simple answer is that our minds build an imaginary ideal of what these girls
are and put them on unattainable
pedestals without having the
slightest idea of what they’re
actually thinking. We think we
can read their minds. Most men
are logical thinkers (1+2=3)
who conflate the idea that
because these women are
physically beautiful then they
must want a beautiful man, and
that causes us to lament, “oh
well, that lets me out.” We
erroneously compare our own
physical attributes to those of the
beautiful woman (and other
men) without giving a second
thought to the idea that many
just don’t care a rat’s ass about our
physical attractiveness or
handsomeness much at all!
We never think (rather we
block out) the idea that our
“goddesses” are human
beings that use the toilet, throw
up, smell if they don’t
bathe, and do gross things as
much as we do. What’s
more, many are sexual freaks
that love getting laid
and have some of the most profoundly
dirty proclivities imaginable! If you don’t believe it, check out some rough sex
porn and watch your super-hot, smokeshow angels doing the most debauched
acts imaginable. Sure, they’re being paid to “act,” but as a former adult producer
I can tell you they’d learned their skills way before they became porn talent.
We gleefully overlook those facts because she’s, well, gorgeous. Somehow
(usually because we are primarily visual hunters – more on this later) we
magically forget all of these not-so-hot and pure things and become mesmerized
by radiant skin, big tits, round asses, long legs, plump lips, etc., etc. that set our
hormones raging with desire to win the prize.
It rarely occurs to us that hot girls have had centuries of practice to make them
appear beautiful that includes
accessories like makeup, wigs, high
heels, push up bras, and more. Truth
be told, when the cosmetics
come off a whole lot of
“gorgeous” girls become
magically ordinary in the
light of day.
And let’s not forget when we first meet a woman no matter what society tells us;
we really don’t care much about her career, intelligence, social status or
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personality. Biology and evolution prompt us to seek the best possible mate for
ourselves and that means the girl who appears most likely to be able to bear
children (youthful face and big eyes, big breasts and wide hips that signal good
mothering traits for feeding babies and delivering many children).
And despite all of the natural magnetic attraction we feel, and the reality checks
we may have heard, we still often wimp out or completely collapse at the thought
of speaking with one of these super women, no less ask them out!
But what follows is a gospel of truth and hope based on what I’d learned,
observed and experienced first-hand over decades where I sometimes took the
blows, got dumped, survived and also succeeded with some of the women of my
dreams and learned how to navigate through the “Valley of Goddesses.”
Many men are conditioned by society, women themselves and their own selflimiting beliefs with the idea that some women are just “out of their league”
while the truth is that although these women can get most any man they set their
sights on, ANY man with the right mindset has a shot.
I’ve seen the same hot girls date successful businessmen and celebrities AS
WELL AS security guards and assistant chefs. What’s the difference? A man’s
attitude and the ability to internalize a few immutable laws of how gorgeous
women think.
What follows is a simple guide exposing the lies society (and ourselves) tells us
about beautiful women (what they think, what they do, to whom they’re
attracted, etc.) based on the truth that I’d observed over years of research. I
dissect the common fallacies like “hot women are impossible to date,” “they only
want handsome or rich men,” they are hit upon all of the time, “they hate sex”,
etc., etc.
Read on and you too can become bulletproof in the land of gorgeous women and
realize how they’re absolutely in your “league!”
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